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5 ACTION I

INTRODUCTION

extensive data on scattering* of x rays and gax&ma
Prays has indicated that the Klein-Hishims formula is re*

3 2liable up to energies of about 5 m e '• Most of these data
have bean total cross-section measurements* The angular dis-

4tribution of scattered quanta has been measured also and
compares favorably with the Klein-HIshorn distribution*

5Recent data give seme indication that the? Klein-Nishima
fjformula probably is correct even up to energies of 30 me*"*

In any ev nt, it will be assumed to held correctly In this 
application*

*^A.E* Compton and S.K. Allison, X Rays in Theory 
and .Experiment (lew York, D. Van Nos trend, 1935), Chap* 111,
pp. 116-262.

g0* Klein and Y. KisMrae, f,Uber die Streuung Von 
Strahlung durch freie hlectronen nsch dor neuen reletivis- 
tichen Qusntemdynemik Von Dirac1*, Eeltschrleft fur Pfayelk.
52: 853-868, May 1929.

tJL* Meitner and B* Upfeld, “Uben das Abscrptiona- 
gesetz fur Kurzwelllge -struhlung”, 2s* f * Phys*, 67: 147- 
160, Februa ry, 19 31•

^G.g.M. Jauncy and 6*0# Harry, “The Scattering of 
Unpolarizer -X Raystt, Physical Review. 37: 098-711, May, 1951*

50. D* Adams, “Absorption of High Knergy c,uanta°, 
Physical Review. 74: 1702-1712, October, 1948.



In spite of the large amount of data collected on
scattering, there has been a failure to emphasise multiple
scattering* Since the total intensity of a gamma-ray beam
is composed cf primary and scattered radiation, a knowledge
of the multiple process is prerequisite to an accurate
description of the transmission cf radiation through matter*
Some recent papers have dealt with the analysis of multiple
scattering, one^ of which considered in an approximate manner
the intensity due to multiple scattering of a relatively

7soft x-ray beam* The other calculated a component of the
intensity of a plain parallel gamma-ray beam, incident upon
a thick target* Results of the latter are difficult to
interpret and compare with experimenfcal measurements* An- 

8other paper' calculated the intensity due to a plan© source 
but considered only isotropic scattering*

The geometrical factors introduced by a beam gen
erally make the results difficult to analyse. An essential 
simplification is possible by ell,- 2nation of the geometrical 
factors entirely* This can be done by the use of a gamma- 
ray source homogeneously distributed throughout an inf.Inite

®L*P. I,a®srton, nTheoretical Study of Results of 
Ionization Measurements in Vvater with X Rays and Gamma Rays", 
British Journal of Radiology. Is £46, June,1948.

rtJ.O* Hlrschfelder, J*L* Magee, and M.H* Hull,
Physicel Review. 73: 859-868, April 15, 1948.

e3. Chandrasekhar, "The Softening of Radiation by 
Multiple Compton Scattering", Proceedings of the Royal 
Society, 192: 508-518, March 18, 1948*
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volume. Multiple scattering effects then manifest them
selves in the intensity ©nd spectral distribution of the 
radiation, which is the same ©t every point in the medium*
By considering multiple scattering as a succession of steps 
which are the same for every emitted gamma ray, the spectral
distribution and absolute magnitude of the intensity can b©

ccalculated* Buch ©n experiment has been carried out ©t the 
Jaavcl Hea©arch laboratory* Agreement of the calculated in
tensity wltn the observed was excellent*

In order to- extend the methods, exporjb ent© have 
been performed in which the total radiation intensity was 
dependent upon a single parameter, i* e*, the distance from 
© source* i'hes© experiments whi ch constitute the topic of 
tnis thesis consisted essentially of measuring the Intensity 
as a function cf the distance from a radiating point and a 
radiating plane inmersed in an unbounded medium*

O?>*E* Faust and m.H* Johnson, •‘Multiple Comp ten 
scattering1*, JPhy* Kev* * 76: 467-472, February, 1949*
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SdiCilON II 

THEORY

Part 1 . Interaction between matter and radiation 
modifies characteristics of the radiation as It travels 
through the medium* Two general classes of such interatlon 
are absorption and scattering* A quantitative description 
of these processes makes use of the "cross-section”, which 
is defined as

gp—  dumber of processes occurring per second*
Incident flux of radiation

Absorption processes^ are those in which a primary 
quantum disappears producing simultaneous changes in the 
physical state of the matter. The three main absorption 
processes are excitation of an atern by light, photoelectric 
effect, and pair production.

The first process is a resonant one in which a quan
tum is absorbed by a bound electron with a simultaneous tran
sition of the electron to a higher energy state. rhotoelectrlc 

11effect is similar to the above absorption process with 
the exception that the final state of the electron lies 
In the region of continuous energy el eve!s. The electron is

10W. Eeitl er, Quantum Theory of Radiation (Oxford,
Cambridge, 1944) pp. 199-137.

11H.R. Hulme, J. JAcDougall, ft*A* Buckingham, n.H* 
Fowler, "The Photoelectric Absorption of Rays in heavy
Klements”, Proceedings of the BoyaI society. 194: 131-151, 
January, 1955*
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ejected from the ate® with an energy equal to the difference 
between the quantum energy and the ionination energy cf the 
atom. Inis process leads to continuous absorption and de
creases rapidly lor energies well above the & absorption

12limit of the atom* Fair production refers to the absorp
tion of a quantum of energy greater than 2 ac& and uhd simul
taneous creation of a positive and a negative electron in the 
field of the nucleus* A formal description of this process 
is the same ©s the photoelectric effect except that the 
©lectron..is initially in a negative energy state* Absorption 
of the quantum raises this electron to a state of positive 
energy where it is observable as an ordinary electron while 
the “hole" left in the negative energy states acts as a posi
tive electron*

Scattering processes are those in which a primary 
quantum is absorbed with the simultaneous emission of a 
secondary quantum* According to the quantum theory of radia- 
fien, the energy of a scattered quantum Is £ =  E-f- ( 
where are energy levels of two atomic states, and E

sca^“
tered radiation Is usually coherent with the primary radia
tion and has a distribution identical with the classical or

J*R* Oppenheimer and M.S. Pies sot, "On the Pro
duction of the Positive .Electron ”, Zhj- Kev., 44: 53-55,
J a nu ary, 1933•

is the energy of the incident quantum* If EU
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Thompson distribution# If 0 # the Raman or Smokal
Xlnas are re-emitted, the scattered light having either an 
increased or decreased frequency#

portant as electrons act as though they were free. Inter
action between light and Tree electrons Is called Compton

is the classical electron radius# ©< is the energy in units

mentioned processes In a theoretical description of the ex
periments# These experiments were performed ia water with 
quanta of 1.20 Jftev initial energy, and measurements m&ae by 
meen& of s detector which was responsive only to energies 
greater than #08 Mev# Pair production Is negligible rela
tive to Compton scattering since it starts at l#0Sb Mev and 
has a cross-section q o u f ! to the Compton crcss-sectlon In

For high energy quants, these processes are uiiim-

scatfcering* From conservation laws, the energy of a 
scattered quantum is

(1)
where Is the angle of scattering# Klein end Mishina'13

give the cross-section for this process as

It is not necessary to consider all the above-

13,0# Klein and Y. B1shims, loc# cit#
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water at 30 Mev. Photoelectric effect is also negligible 
relative to Compton scattering since photoelectric cross- 
section in water is equal to Compton at about .025 Mev and 
decreases as the energy is increased. Other processes men
tioned occur at energies comparable with the ionization 
energy of the atoms and do not lead to continuous absorption* 

fart 2m A quantum traveling through a medium is 
scattered successively, losing energy at each scattering 
according to hquaticn (1). Since th© differential cross- 
section Is energy dependent, general characteristics of the 
quantum*s path change from point to point* Initially, when 
it has a high energy, according to the Klein-Mlshima for
mula, the quantum. 1ms a greater probability cf scattering 
in the forward direction than in the backward direction* 
Furthermore,the distance (mean free path) between the 
scatterings is relatively long. As the energy is reduced 
by successive scatterings, the mean free path decreases, 
and th© probability of scatter is about equal in the for
ward and. backward directions. Finally, its energy is de
graded to a sufficiently low value that it is absorbed 
photoelectrically.

*fo describe the multiple scattering process and 
relate the counting rate to the source strength, properties 
of the medium and of the detector, the quanta arc divided 
into groups determined by the number of scatterings experi
enced, i.e., the k-th group is scattered k times. A quan
tum traveling through the medium is scattered successively
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losing energy in accordance with the Compton formula* Since 
the range of angles through which a quantum is scattered is 
determined by probebillty, the quanta of a particular group 
do not have the same energy but have energies distributed 
about a mean energy

The mean energy scattered per second by an electron
can be obtained by integration oi the K1 ein-Nishims express-

14si on for intensity over a spherical surface. If tnis 
result is divided by the product 0“X, of the total Kleln- 
Nishixaa cross-section and- the Incident intensity, the result
ing ratio, VsJCT , is the fraction cf the incident energy 
given tc a scattered quantum.,

2cx , +  I _ I~LnO*-2«) — acxQt5o()1
Q l =  <l+2o()z ^ 3 g + 2 o i f 5oc^l ________ fl +  ZoQ3 I ^
0 ~  l +  <* f  2or(l+Qf>- Ln ( l t Z * ) l + - L  l n ( l  h2o<)- J ± 3 Z L  °o(3 £ itao( J 2oc Cff̂ ô r

owhere °(= E/mc*h This ratio is plotted in Figure 1 as a func
tion of energy*

It is now assumed that each quantum passes through
a succession of energy values given by the mean energy of

15the various groups ^ so thet the actual problem is replaced 
by one in which all quanta of the k-th group have the mean

14 W. Heitlcr, loc. cit*
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energy M t h  this assumption, the mean energy or the
k-th group 1®

EK-(Os/cr) fir-/ ( 4)

where (Vs/tT ) is evaluates at the energy succes-
15s1on cf on* rgy values assumed by the various grc ups la

given In xable I for b n initial energy of 1•20 toev*
Psrt 3. A theory descrlb: eg exact spectral and

spatial distribution cf quanta due to a point source can to®
15formula tec' In a manner enalagcus to that followed by Hopf . 

Let I (Cose,/*, 'X ) dsi d ̂  toe the number of quanta per unit 
volume at P cm from the source, in the wave length int. rval 
d ̂  and making angle ^  relative to p  , such that they are 
moving• in the solid angle d-a* Ihen the differential equa
tion governing X is

2TT n
Cos e dl - Sin (Cosg-a a-JlO~C°s ̂o)-f fcos a~h(eCos»ej)S^4Ja*

dp  pdfr I me J1 me /
o -̂o

Here f (Cm ̂  %~JLO-Co$t&i) ) is the differential Compton cress-me
secth n, and in Is the electron density* *-&* is the angle b©-

» »t wo q n t he c! i r © c 11 c ns s c e c if let by I 0 , fr ) e ?. c! (&, ) * tonfor-

X &Faust end Johnson, 1ec* ci t»
16 Em Hopf, Problema of ncdia tive JKqullibriug* (Ox

ford, o&irttorldg®, 19321 ppi 2-12*
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TABLE 1

scattered m m m m : amp pxmbar. absorption m m m m m T s

3M w c%r cm •1tan
i.m *343 *0643 •0476 *0X74

*664 • 63 *0861 *0603 •0246

*4X2 .69 *102 •0706 •034X

+em *78 *1X78 ♦0784 •034X

.h >7 *70 .1333 •0860 •0524

*004 ♦®26 • 134 i ♦0894 *0674

•136 *846 *135 •0926 *0654

*113 .86 • 113

*09® .876 •098

.086 •89 •086
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tunatoly It is possible tc obtain solutl^na of this equation
17only for Isotropic scattering. Thorofore, in order to obtain

a description of a radiating point source, the problem will 
be attacked from a different point of view*

As In Fart 2, the actual problem will be replaced 
by one in whlch all quanta of group k have the moan energy 
E^, where Is given by Equation { )* Let F*

bo the total number of quant© per second cf group k passing 
through a sphere cf radius f , about the point source*
F^/F, is the fraction with angles ^  relative to the radiusit jt
vector between sere and W / p  and is the fraction with
TT/g^^- < IT .

<T, the cross-section can also be decomposed in 
a similar manner, l*e*, CT = 0"*-F<T whore < r V < r  is the
fraction cf incident ms anta scattered into directions with 

O^Tiyk and or is the fraction scattered In tc 
0"* is obtained by integration of the dlff orenfcial cross- 
sect m  botwo on O and Tf/p while the integration is between

^ / P  end TT for cr~ * Eronre scions for these qualities

S L ? - ^ (  j-tg rof— Ln C/-bx)^j__LnO-f^)_ZC^)^-©<Z 
O o  ^  | of 3  L J 2 «  ( l - t - c * ) 2*

cr7 —  JH. _  q-^
d o  CTo ( 6 )

17 Sm Chandrasekhar, loc* clt*
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It will be assu&^d the1 the contribution to the 
positive component of group k from group k-1 scattered in 
the spherical shell between f> and p +  £p la

N O - « < r  F^«p(3£) (7)°K-i# °ir-f
e first t-- rm is the fraction scattered lute the

positive direction from while the last is tin- contribu
tion to the positive component from Ft 1 • This formulationit— X
is not entirely correct as it ss tijT«-w- that quanta traversing 
the spherical shell travel the sane distance• Actually those 
quanta in a smell range cf a a glee about , travel a dis
tance 6 p / c o s -6- * A still more serious difficulty la th©
as3uxr.ption thr-t ^  ( ^ )  represents the outward scattered
quanta* Actually quanta traversing the spherical shell in
a. colic angle <ist about ■©- , will be scattered so that suit© 
will he scattered inward rile * This should be clear from 
the llluseratIon of mlrune b* virrlar rrmnrbi also apply to 
the negative traveling quanta • In spite cf tho so objections, 
enpresston 7 will he used le the foil* wing calct-latlo»t. Then 
the positive cosw-ojtH.ni cf group b crural eg o sphere or radius 
p +  £p is

F*(r*Sf>) — fC(t)-H<r-FK*<fiS(> + */Sp{o£,F£(e)+tC, U,(P)) (8)

where A/ <r £ p I s  the quanta scattered out of group k# If
terms of order ( & p  ) are neglected, then,

i>F< -t- NO- F p  = NCop, F p  +  <rr, fvi ) W )
ap



Figure 2,

P

Errors in Assumed Form of Scattering,
a. Angle a is proportional to quanta actually scattered inward from O^F
b. Angle b is proportional to quanta, actually scattered outward from 0̂ 1,F^y^ H

it*



Particular solutions of &quaticn6 (9) and (10) that
vanish exponentially at large distances and give F^"{0)—  0

if*.

and F^(0) =■ finite, as Is expected- physically are

F * =  e ^ z f e ^ d P - F *  F~.)d r  u i )
Jo

oc
^*rzr « 4 _l. - x

J O V i  (12)
Z

where for brevity /a^sH <7̂ + etc* >nJ? a n were computed
from Equations (5) and (6) and are plotted as a function of 
energy in Figure 3# /X# was calculated from equation (2)
end is given In Table I.

Evidently the only physical solutions cf equations
(7) arxl (&) for the zero group are F"tr7 ) ^ ,  F d  0,o c
where 7i*A is the number cf ouanta cf energy k , emitted pero
<•> £x o  r -. d by the source* iiqua.t3.on8 (11) tnc (11) then can be 
solved successively and are given in Aepenc.lx 1 up tc Group 
4* For groups or ordere grv*trr than 4, the integrations 
vere performed numerically, and results ©re given In Table 
Id*

» + ■  — .Since la the total number cf quanta of group
k pa.ssing through a sphere of rod!us 2  , the number cross
ing unit area is ( ) /A&lZ' # Therefore, a Ge iger counter 
of effective area A and efficiency £- will register counts
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TABLE n
D I S T R I B U T I O N  F U N C T I O N S  FOR A U N I T  POINT SOURCE 

E M I T T I N G  1.20 M E V  Q U A N T A

z
cm NO/S.

IT
NO/S.

r
NO/S.

5*
WO/I. NO/S. ■rNO/S. NO/S.

«P
NO/S. Na/y.

O LOOO 0.000 0.00 o.oo 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1 0 .1757 .2250 • 07*9 0295 .0247 -0187 .0/64 .0/44 .0/30
2 0 .2763 .2120 . /2or .0750 0560 .0456 .0335 .0282 .0260
3 0 .1454 .1520 .1134 .0815 .0677 .05I I 0411 .04 3 .035
4 0 .0765 .0977 .0907 .0803 .0687 .0566 .053/ .04% 0 3 8

SO .0404 .0562 .0605 .0542 •0454 .0452 .04 37 .04/ .036
60 .0213 .0387 ■0467 .0377 .0343 .0344 0337 .03 / .026

7 0 .0111 0192 •023S .0247 .0240 .0233 •0233 023 02%

8 0 .0059 .0105 .0129 .0149 .0146 015% 0/56 J0I37 0/58
9 0 0031 .0058 .0078 .0091 .0*00 . o w .0/0/ .0/05 .0106

IOO ■0016 .003/ ,0045 .0053 0055 .0057 .0063 .0066 .0070
*ZCm FVNO/S. frWO/J. fTNO/S. yNO/S. F+NO/5. Fs~NO/S F*~No./S. No/3.

5"
No/5

0 0.00 • 1157 .0 7 8 9 .0544 .04// .O 3/4 0265 .024% 0 / 9

/ 0 0.00 •0 6 0 7 J070Q .06/0 0469 .045 .0365 .0349 03/
2 O 0.00 .0320 .0493 .0 534 .050/ .049 .047 .040 .037
30 0.00 .0/68 .03/2 .0397 .041/ .0493 .0487 .045 .04/
40 0.00 .0089 .0/67 .0274 .0322 0470 0359 034- .030
50 0.00 .0047 .0/08 .0169 .0230 .0237 .0244 .027 024
60 0.00 .0027 .0069 .01/3 0/33 .0/63 .0/75 .0/8 .0/6
T O aoo 00/28 OQ34 .0060 .0090 ♦0095 .Oi l 1 0/2 •0127

80 0.00 .00068 .00/9 0034 .0048 .0058 007/ 0070 .00 72

90 0.00 .00036 .00099 .00/9 .0260 .0038 0044 .005/ .0049
/OO 000 .00019 .00053 00// .00/5 .0026 .0026 .003% .0030
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due to all groups at a rate
K-OC

r - a -  S T  (f*+f»t) iis)
4TTZ*

K=0

K

y
A 1b the counter area projected * n a plana perpendicular to 
the radius vector*

If the counter characteristics are modified by means 
of © directional shield which has transmission coefficients

and 5^ in the positive and negative directions respectively* 
the counter efficiency is reduced, at each energy by Just these 
coefficients so that th® shielded counting rate Is

K=oe
R  = _ a _  y  ( r K+  f «  +  Tk” f;) <v (14)

4TT2?Z— . 
x~o

The T~ are computed from th© known mass absorptlcn coeffi
cients#*®

Since photoelectric absorption in the detector walls
causes the detector response to vanish at some energy & ,

P
the infinte sums in Equation {15) and (14) may be replaced
by sums extending from zero to p f where p corresponds to th©
detector cut-off energy* fills energy can be estimated from
the tr&namlssion curve cf the counter walla* & is the energyP
corresponding to f = 0*60*

ip■ Compton, I c * cit*



Part Jr# it is expedient to con si <3 or & plane source 
&s a 6.1 s trios ti v-vi el uni b pc i . t sc.nr c-; s cf ceosity >lX eve r 
a surface "S” * fhe niunb.-r cf acscts of pro up 1: incident per 
second upon a cylindrical counter of unit projected area 
placed as in Figure 2, is

2TT IT
—  [  +  F -  ) V  C o /e + S m 2< ? .S „ iV  f*Ta.n&cl&<ip ( 1 5 )

J J ^-Trp*
O O

Here "O' is the polar angle measured Iron the negative i direc
tion, and ^  Is the longitude measured free:, the counter axis* 
The facfor’V ’Cos*^ +• S i i s  tie;. s< lid nngl-' nod. tended 
bp the counter at a distance e from a... element of the plane 
source* Bp an obvious transformsb <u end Integratic; over ^ ,
this expression can e written as

e>C
I g u f  (Fn +  F2 f E O o s p g  jj£) d f  

J?
(16)

’X
whore E{Cos^^o ̂ TVk ) '̂ ;0 ee- plrto elliptic integral of
the secoj d kind. direct e?.-lc»lnt3 c  '.-its. the aid cf table

i q 10t' j functions" " shows tha t

«C
= ■— [ FQ) d p ; 2. ) e1, = ^ )  a j - p  (17)

nod sppro::ir:atien to oqoo bion (lo) ana is aconrubf

it
■vugene J alike and. Fritz taebo .: labl .s of uuncti oris, 

(tow York, Bov or Publics, tie:, s, If 15) p:.,*G-b*
C'O.cLQuation (1?) is no s et foe a. spherical counter• 

Actually, the response should be somewhere between nauatioi.s 
<16) and (17)*
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within two per cent for X  ^  £0*
Analogous to the description of the point source, 

the shielded counting rate for a counter of area A is

when© T, is the transmission coefficient of u thee shield k
completely surrounding the counter*

introduction cf « directional shield a© shown in 
rlgur© 4 separates the radiation into coupons-hs moving 
toward end away from the source# Toe number of outward 
traveling quanta incident p r second upon a cylindrical coun
ter of unit area Is

(18)

7*
ince # n ^  70°, this expr^£8'u;. is approximately

(£0 )

In a si 'Her manner the quants incident upon the

OC
(21)

The total counting rate for t counter of area /* is

k =r O
(22)
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t a b l e  m

DISTRIBUTION  o f  1 .20  AAEV. Q U A N T A  DU E TO A PLANE 
SOURCE E M IT T IN G  O N E Q U A N TU M  PE R  Cm2 PER SECOND

z
Cm

Io
NO/CrnVs 1 /NO/cmVs. NcycmVs. i jNO/cm*/S i ;No/cm1/? u

NO/cm’/s No/ciw*/s
Vuo/cma/s NO/cm7/S

O oc .151 .135 - - - - - -

IO .220 .15 3 -093 .065 053 041 03 8 .034 030

20 068 .073 .056 .042 .036 0311 .029 .027 .024

30 027 .034 -031 .02 6 .024 02 2 0̂214 .019 .0*5

40 .0135 .0164 .0173 .015 .0145 .0143 /JI42 .0136 .013

50 .0049 .0079 ,0095 0090 .0087 0086 .0088 0091 0091

60 0025 .0037 .0 048 0052 .0050 0  05J .0052 ,0052 .003/

70 .00105 .00/9 .0025 JOOZ7 .0027 .0029 .0029 .0 03/ .003

80 ooos ,0087 .ooi3 jOO/55 jOO/43 .0017 .0017 40/79 .0018

50 .00025 .00 45 .00065 .00073 £>OJI .00095 .0009 .OOC99 009

IOO .00091 .o o o z z -00032 .00036 .00038 .00040 .00046 .00055 .0005

Z
cm wo/cmVs

ITWO/cm2/* i ;
Wo/cwVj NO/cm*/s wo/crr̂ /s

1.'
WO/cm*/ s x;

No/tŵ /s
1;

fiofcnf/S
x;

NO/CW2/5.

O 0.00 oC oc OC OC oC oc OC CC

IO 0.00 .0243 .035 0398 .050 .04/ .038 .0355 -032

20 0.00 .0066 .0/4 9 0193 .020 .0243 .O243 .0225 .022

30 0.00 .0034 .0065 .0094 .0/07 .0 /44 -0/37 .0139 .00/4

40 0.00 .0013 .0030 JO 048 .0059 .0076 .0077 .0082 .0088

50 0.00 .00057 .00/4 .0024 0028 .004/ .0043 .0047 .0051

60 aoo .00026 .00066 .00*2 00/7 .0022 .0025 .002 7 0029

70 aoo .00012 .00033 .00063 .00089 .0012 00/4 .00/5 .00*65

80 0.00 .000058 .000/6 .OOO34. .00046 .00068 .00077 .00085 .ooo96

90 0.00 .000027 .000078 .000/5 J00024 .00638 00043 .00049 00057

IOO ooo .0000*3 ,000037 .000068 .000117 .00022 .00024 00028 .00032
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where T+, T~ ere respectively the tranemias ion coefficients 
of a directional shield parallel and anti-parallel to the Z 
axi s «
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SixriuK xii

n ‘'.ioGiix f n u n  uk u»X.ffjitiX**i. 1*jt

Experiments approximating those describee may be 
performed, In a large volume or wot-nr ana ae&suromont& pro
portional to the intensity made with a dci&er-Jcullor counter*
bounces of finite sloe must be used instead of the ideal!- 
zafci cr: of point and infinite plane sources* no strict! on© 
on the validity of such approximations requires that inten
sity d@termina.tioris cannot be made at extremities (within 
a mean fra© path) of the volume and, furthermore, that in 
case of the plane radiator, the maximum distance from the 
plane where intensity is to be measured must bo less than 
the linear dimensions of the source*

joofch point and plane source axperi- ents were per
formed. in a cylindrical tank six feet in diameter and six 
feet deep filled with water* measurements of intensity
were made by a tfeigcr-Jeuller counter encased in a protective

52aluminum tube (•4 gm/cm ) and clamped in position at various 
points along a tank diameter on a metal strip placed across 
the tank top* In the point source experl* ent, the source 
was placed in the tank center and the counter with its ax is 
horizontal was moved along a tank diameter in the plan© of 
the source* Whereas, in the case of the plane, the source 
was spread out over the? bottom of the tank, and the counter 
with its axis horizontal was moved away from the score©*



The count-:r which had an effective area of 8*6 
square inch/© and was constructed or a one-inch aiameter 
copper* tube •-*•! th *038 inch wall* A five to one ratio of 
argon to ether mixture at 3o cm of mercury filled the tube, 
?=nd o five mill tungsten wire served as ©node* nather pre
cise me asurcments of the counter efficiency (appendix xl and 
III) war© made at three different energies with the result#
given in the Table of Aopendlx III* These measurements agree

£1within experimental error of those of rradt et ©1 so hi# 
curve (Figure 5) of counter efficiency is used in all calcu
late O i  *' S  *

soSources usee In both experiments were mad© of CO
which %mlts a. beta ray of 0*3 »©v energy and two gamme ray a
of 1*1 and 1 *3U Mev, respectively, per disintegration* A
bureau of standards source contained in a glass ampul© and
and having an activity of 1 •46x10° diainfcegratious per second
served as a point source* Tne plane source was prepared by 

o0plating CO (in tlie form of CuBG^) in tnin copper turnings, 
measuring the mean activity per gram end spreading this 
material over a phenolic plan© six foot in diameter* inis

f ,
source had ©n activity of 138 disintegrations per cm*" par 
second*

Measurements of background war# first taken after 

C XM* Bradt, F#C* Qugelot, o# Huber, H# Medicos,
P* fra is work., and P. Schemer, indlicl&eit von. gahlroh-
ren mit Beimea sing-Aluminumkathode fur -Strahlung 1 i: Kn- 
ergielntervall 0.3 Mev Bis 3 Mev% Helv* Phyg* Aeta 19177-90, 
1946*
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which the pcint source n s  introduced end total counting 
detorn]-'nations made at twelve different points along a tank 
radius* estimates of the spectral distribution of the quanta 
were made by a lead shield (2*6 gm/cm ) placed completely 
around the counter* Directional data was taken with -a thick 
lead shield of 30 gm/cm mass, surrounding only half the 
counter; measurements were taken both with the shield facing 
toward and away from the source* These measurements were 
repeated with a 2*5 gm/cirh lead shield completely surround
ing the counters to estl: ate the energy distribution of the 
quanta moving toward and away from the source* Transmission 
coefficients of the various shields and counter tube wall 
are given In Figure 6 as a function of the energy*

Measurements identical In principal to those above
wore taken with the plane source. In this case the thin

2load shield had a mass per unit area of 1.35 gm/cm , while 
the directional shield had & mass per unit area of 28* 7
W  J-igfttif cm •
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DISCUSSIOM OF RESULTS

Counting rates were computer from .equations 114) and 
{22) for the various sources and shields used In the experi
ment* Results of such calculations are given in Figures 7 
to 12 in which experimental data are denoted by circles*

rolnt source data are compared with the theoretical 
results in Figures 7, 8 , and 9* Figure 7 shows that excellent 
agreement between theory and experiment was obtained for the 
unshielded counter while a considerable discrepancy exists

r

in the case of the shielded counter* This descrcpancy is due 
to the use of the mass-absorptlon coefficient in computing the 
transmission through the shield* Since the ms ss-absor.pt I on 
coefficient Includes scattering, as well as absorption, its 
use should over estl ate the shielding because quanta scat
tered In the shield may not be deflected txrough an angle 
large enough to miss the counter# ilu theory, therefore, 
should 'be lower than the experimental data in all cases in 
which a shield Is used*

Figure 7 also indicates that the data deviates fur*
•ther from the theory at great distances from the source* This 
Is understandable from the viewpoint that of the quanta which 
have been scattered, a given number of times, those which have 
traveled farthest have the largest energy* Thus there are 
more high energy quanta at distances far from the source than 
that given by the theory* This effect tends to increase the



counting rate but is not so noticeable for tin© unshielded 
counter because the efficiency Is net directly proportional 
to the energy| I*©* , an Increase of group energy below 0*21 
nev decreases the counter efficiency whi ch compensates for 
Increases abov*- that value# On the other hand, the counter 
efficiency is practically linear In the pass-band of the lead 
filter sc that the deviation Is nor© noticeable for the shielded 
counter#

General agreement of the directional data for the point 
source with the theory was obtained# figure 8 indicates that 
the theoretical curve lies above the data for the negative 
©ociionent and visa versa for the positive component# 'this Is 
due co the fact that quanta cor?prising the negative component 
have been scattered through a larger angle fchte. those in the 
positive component and, therefore, should have a smaller energy 
than the positive component# Thus positive and negative com
ponents have respectively more and- less energy than that cal
culated by .aquation (£) # Experimental data, therefore, should 
be displaced in these directions relative to the theory* Fur
ther shielding brings out the effects noted, pa evlously* First, 
the larger discrepancy between theory and experiment is due to 
over estimation of the effect of the shield; and second, the 
tendency toward higher counting rates far from the source, 
results from a displacement of the group energies toward the 
high energy end of the spectrum#
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Comparison between theory and experiment for the plane
source is Illustrates in Figures 10, 11, and IF* Generally
excellent results were obtained for the unshielded counter with
experimental error less; than two per cent at ©11 points* It is
remarkable that this curve beyond £0 cm from the source is ex-

-1ponential with en apparent absorption coefficient of *063 cm , 
which is almost exactly equal to the Compton linear scattering 
coefficient of *0645 cm ^ for water# This is certainly a coin
cidence as radiation from a plans absorber with m true absorp-

-1tli-ii coefficient of *0643 cm would produce the dot tee curve
of FIgui1© 10*

Shielding of the counter brings forth the same effects 
as were observed for the point source* again# these effects are 
due to over estimation of the shielding and. to a slightly dif
ferent energy distribution than' was assumed in the theory*

Count!.g rates calculates from the spectral arid spa
tial distribution of the scattered radlaticn derived in the 
theory yield results In remarkable agreement with the experi
mental results* Bevietio s are easily explicable, although 
difficult to Include in the theory* These distributions, thus, 
represent a reasonable approximateon to the actual distribution 
ana can be user to calculate the radiation under similar con
ditions#
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APPEKPIX I

DltitR 1 BUTXC-A P'U&C'i’J ±-i*& t QH A UlilT JrUi.**T u,uURCd

x -^OoZ{«) f  -  eo
■ ' — AMf Z(b) f+= £.xvs(e —  e  )

Fp= 0.1157{ e""°Z }
, „ . -MaZ -M,Z ~UA<y7L(c) F =  3.5610e - 8.2640 e* +- 4.70306 4

F"= 0.36385e - 0.2860 0

, * -Mo^ -M,7. " 4 Z  -^7.(d) F+=: 4.9244 6 -16.6860 e —  20.9530 6 2 -7*192465
 . ~st*cTZ~ - ̂.Z —M9T,0*80770 6 - 1*4812 6  —  0.72790 6 *
, - X40Z -^,Z -^2Z -^4Z -v4&fZ(4) FT- 6.0868 6 -32.3540 <? - 53.4615 * - 6.3730 6 4-9.1787e4

-/^oZ —*U.'Z ->WjZ 7
F7= 1.3673 0 _ 4.1062 e '-+- 3.9830? - 1,2030 ? 34
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Counter efficiency st a given energy can be shown
to depend only upon the characteristics of the wall material* 
Since ionization produced by an electron is essentially in
dependent of the gas characteristics and electron energy, 
counter efficiency depends only on the relative number of 
Compton recoils reaching the counter interior* ilia number 
of effective recoil electrons formed in volume of the wall,
t cm thick of unit area Is Ncrt* where t is the maximum

1range of the electron* From the well kne-wn Feather rela
tion

the range t, of an electron varies inversely as the density 
d* There, counter efficiency is proportional to

where 2 and W are respectively the atomic number and weight 
of the wall material*

t —  1(*54S - *16) 
d

S CTt r  M (.54
a

• 6) Z. (B).
W

Feather, ‘‘Absorption l&eth 
High Velocity Limits of Continuous 
Inga of Cambridge fhi 1 v.sophl cal Loc;let
Wfo'- . "■‘•ViMi ■Mil'Mmat '«li iWttrosm.ri Mi'lS'W.WIWVi'MW'i■*I,WUl'IWWi'IflMfnr U J I'f • I. • '1931,

tiicct cf Inveotigetiafc the 
-ray Spectra", Froceed- 

et.... 27 430-444, August,
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APPENDIX III

A definition of counter efficiency is 
6 =  R/S (1)

whero R Is the counting rnte due to the number of quanta, S,
Incident on the counter persecond# For a counter of effec
tive area A, at a distance 1 from a source, the number of
Incident quanta per second is

s = (fe)
where J}= Number of quanta emitted por disintegrati on

activity of source in disintegration pur second#
Measurement s of counter efficiency vore made vlth

CO60 and Radium sources with the results given in the table*
Excellent agreement was found between these results and those 

1of bradt*
.Efficiency measurements were also made with an x- 

ray machine at energies of about 0*125 fcev* The counter was 
placed about one meter from the focus point of the tube and 
completely shielded in lead except for an aperture of known 
are©* A copper filter was pieced between the counter and 
x-r©y machine so that the lew frequency pert of the spectrum 
was cut off due to photoelectric absorption in the filter* 
Intensity measurements were made by a Bur eau of standards

Brsdt, lec* clt
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0*001 Roentgen-Vic tor©en meter*
In order to calculate the efficiency, the flux of 

quanta In the bean had to be related to the number of ncent- 
gens from the Vlctoreen motor* Since one r is equivalent 
to one a#s*u. of change per c*c*, the number of ion pairs 
formed per second is _

T/s;<uiTibex' of ion pairs p:*r aeccnd — (3)
—104.8x10

where f/S is the number of Roentgens delivered per second*
It raqudres 35 vclts to form on© ioa pair In air under stand
ard conditions of pressure and fcemperafcuve so that the ener
gy absorbed per second is

Energy/second — 35 T/S (4)
-104.8x10

If the quanta producing the lonisatio.. have an energy of h O  
(volts), the number of such quanta Is

A H '  35 V S   ___
a x ~ -io ib)x.4*8x10

Mow as described in the theory, the ratio ^S/(T 
Is the fraction of incident energy given up to the scattered 
quantum* (1 - ^S/cr ) is the energy given to the recoil 
electron and is the energy effective in producing the Ioni
sation* if the x-ray beam has a flux f  , the quanta absorbed 
per cm is y 6t f . The number of ouants affective in producing 
ionizctlc.n Is Jbt'fil - O5 /or )* By substituting this result



in Equation (5) it is found that
-p = 35 T/b    (5)

h^> (1- Vs/(T) 4*8xlQ~1C
The efficiency as given by Equation (1 ) is then

€ =■ rt ^  us/cr ) _4.Jxl02i£ (7)
55A T / b

where A is the area of the counter tube exposed tc the x-ray 
beam* C1- } is evaluated at the energy of the incident
quanta*

Results of efficiency measurementa with radioactive 
sources end x-ray machine are given in the following table* 
Values cf hradt are a,Iso given in the table* Agreement of 
these measurements is excellent*

Source Mean Energy of titays Measured Bradtfs
Efficiency iifficlency

CO60 1*20 6*95x10 3 6 .8x10*3
Ha *78 3*8 xl.0~6 -53*7x10
X Rays * 12 -31*4 xlO

-'i?*
1.4x10*^
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